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When I look at this photo, I feel 
immense pride for these fine 
young pioneers — our first cohort 
of GHIS students. We applaud their 
drive and initiative, and celebrate 
their amazing achievement. Of 
course this would not have been 

possible without the tireless commitment of academic 
and boarding teams that worked to support the 
students on their journey, both academic and building 
a brand new community that allows each student 
to flourish and grow in confidence and character. 

Many of you remember that in only six months, we 
recruited 55 students from 17 countries, built a world-
class IB Diploma Programme with teachers from 
around the world, and laid the foundations for a new 
diverse educational community that would create 
leaders for the future. And with your financial help, 
our dear friends and supporters, we did it. The pride 
should be shared by us all. We achieved something 
unique. Who better to show this and express our 
gratitude than some of our inaugural GHIS graduates?

Message from Nurit Gery 
Founding Director GHIS



I love my community but it will be better when 
women do not have to fear for their safety.״
Hala, Israel

Hala comes from a traditional Muslim town and a 
family of girls. Prior to enrolling at GHIS, she had never 
met a Jew and was fearful of them. She also thought 
that, seeing her hijab, her new Jewish peers would 
see her as a terrorist. But as they got to know each 
other, the old Jewish and Arab myths prevalent in 
both communities were soon dispelled and refuted –  
this is how change happens. When choosing the 
subject for her Extended Essay, she bravely explored 
the taboo issue of violence against women in 
Palestinian Israeli society. 

She was so affected by her research that she 
organized a meeting in her hometown — more than 
100 women came. For Hala, her attendance at GHIS 
is leading to real, positive change in her community. 
And personally, she has to choose whether to study 
in Israel or abroad as she been accepted to Tel Aviv 
University and two in the Netherlands.



I didn’t understand what the concept of family 
meant till I came to GHIS.״
Chernor, Liberia

Chernor is proud to be the first person that he knows 
in Liberia to graduate from high school — he knows 
that in doing so he has become a role model for 
others. When he was awarded a full scholarship to 
GHIS two years ago, it was the beginning of many 
‘firsts’ for him. Flying, living in a diverse community, 
having enough to eat every day and, most importantly, 
gaining a broad education. 

Chernor has a beautiful spirit, takes nothing for 
granted and, ironically, is a lesson for those who were 
born with many more opportunities. The entire GHIS 
community immediately took Chernor into their hearts 
(and homes); they became family. Chernor’s dream is 
to use this gift of education to help mold his country 
into the paradise he knows it has the potential to be.



GHIS introduced me to the power of visual  
art — this has changed and empowered me.״
Mina, Israel   

Mina is a brilliant student from a small, insular 
Arab community in the Galilee, where academic 
achievement is held in the highest regard. She has 
achieved an excellent IB Diploma but is even more 
excited by her discovery of art. It has empowered 
her to face adversity and not shy away from it, given 
her confidence to try new things and not be afraid of 
failing and, most bravely, to explore taboo subjects 
even when it is extremely challenging. 

As an example, her comparative study focused on 
nudity in Renaissance Italy, early 19th Century Japan 
and modern feminist pop art. With the support of her 
art teacher, Mina confronted this challenge head on. 
This is the introductory page. 



Coming to GHIS made me believe that my 
destiny is to do something big. I WILL show 
young women in South Sudan that they 
deserve to be educated.״
Christina, South Sudan

Christina, a South Sudanese refugee, has seen and 
experienced danger, hardship and loss that no one 
should know; yet the confidence she has gained 
at GHIS has made her resolve not to be defined by 
this. Christina was sure she would not be accepted 
to GHIS; she reflects that she could not imagine it 
possible that she could be on an equal footing with 
American and other Western students! How wrong 
she was — the team has watched Christina open up 
and develop into a powerful young woman, a leader-
in-waiting, determined and committed to dedicating 
her life to raising the status of girls in South Sudan. 
Discriminatory cultural traditions and extreme poverty 
are an obstacle to women’s empowerment in her 
home country and Christina knows the challenges 
that lie ahead as she fights to change the status quo. 
This journey will begin in October as she starts her BA 
in Government at the IDC in Herzlia.



This amazing experience has taught me the 
joy of studying.”
Dolev, Israel

Despite his clear intelligence, Dolev arrived at GHIS 
entirely disillusioned with the Israeli education 
system, as successive schools had failed to bring 
out his curiosity for learning. Very soon however, 
Dolev understood the power of the IB system which 
prioritizes team learning and class discussion before 
frontal teaching. The GHIS academic team worked 
hard to give Dolev the tools to succeed — he is so 
proud of his IB Diploma and knows it will open doors. 
The first example was being accepted to a Jewish 
Agency gap year in the US, before joining the IDF for 
his compulsory national service.



I never believed that I could become friends 
with Jews - we don’t always agree but we 
respect each other.” 
Mayar, Palestinian Authority   

Before coming to GHIS the only Israelis Mayar met 
were soldiers as she crossed from her home in 
Bethlehem to her school in Jerusalem. She both 
feared them and felt anger towards them. And 
conversely, this experience left her with a curiosity to 
know more and to share what it feels like for her. This 
was an ongoing theme in her discussions with Israeli 
students at GHIS. It began as shouting and conflict, 
but as they all learned listening skills as part of their 
studies, they acquired the ability to make people hear 
their opinions without fear of judgement. 

Mayar bravely chose GHIS in the face of opposition 
from her community, but supported by her parents. 
Her choice has already served her well — as an 
outcome of her voluntary service at the school, Mayar 
was accepted to the prestigious Stanford Gap Year 
Program which incorporates volunteering in a project 
in Africa.



Nobody I know imagines that Serbs and 
Albanians will ever be able to connect without 
hatred. After GHIS, I plan to be the doctor who 
proves it is possible.״
Blerta, Kosovo

Blerta was attracted by the Conflict Resolution 
element of GHIS because family members were 
lost during the Kosovo War of the 1990s and hatred 
was rife in her home. When Blerta joined GHIS she 
shared her family’s story with much anger. She did 
not imagine that she would ever be able, or wish to, 
meet any Serbs. But as she learned essential listening 
skills, and was able to better understand that all sides 
have their own narrative, her anger dissipated and she 
resolved to be part of the change that is still needed. 
Ironically, living with Arab and Jewish peers showed 
her another way is possible.

Blerta was a top GHIS student and it is no surprise 
that she has been offered places at all universities 
where she applied to continue her studies. She plans 
to become a doctor and, on returning home, becoming 
a positive influence for change in a region that has 
experienced decades of tension and difficulties. 



Israel has been my haven and my hope —  
I want to show my gratitude.”
Deng, South Sudan 

When Deng arrived in Israel as a little boy, he felt safe 
for the first time, and gradually developed optimism 
for his future. Sadly, along with all the South Sudanese 
people who had found refuge in Israel, Deng and 
his family were sent back when his country gained 
independence in 2011.  At the tender age of 14 he was 
separated from his parents and has not seen them 
since. GHIS brought Deng back to Israel, gave him a 
priceless education and the skills for leadership. He 
plans to attend university in Israel, but before that he 
wishes to serve in the IDF — his way of giving back to 
the country that saved him.



It’s much easier to stay among your own — 
GHIS was my passport to a new reality. 
I am now a global citizen.”
Noga, Israel

Noga comes from a comfortable homogeneous 
community near Tel Aviv; she loved her friends but 
felt they all shared a similar, limited perspective on 
life. She was yearning for something different when 
the opportunity to attend GHIS presented itself. Noga 
confesses that it was not always easy for her — a 
challenge to the truths she had grown up with. But as 
she became inseparable from her room mates Yaara 
and Alina (a Muslim Arab from Israel and a Christian 
from Russia, respectively), she discovered the joy of 
diversity and understood that this is what had been 
missing from her life. 

Noga arrived at GHIS as a very shy girl. Yet in 
her second year she was elected as a student 
representative — proof that introverts can become 
very effective leaders.



Living in Israel has made me understand the 
power of diversity.״
Lily, Armenia  

As an international student at GHIS, Lily was allocated 
both Jewish and Muslim host families for weekends, 
and this showed her the magic of Friday night family 
dinners. She plans to take this beautiful tradition 
back to Armenia, where extended families eat 
together only at festivals. While at GHIS, Lily formed 
a close relationship with a Turkish girl — a surprising 
and happy turn of events that she could not have 
previously imagined would happen. Living in a diverse 
environment has taught Lily the joy of incorporating 
elements of other cultures into her life and not to fear 
differences. This will accompany her as she fulfils 
her goal of studying graphic design at one of two top 
universities in the US.



GHIS gave me the chance that many other 
schools didn’t — the profound kindness I found 
here will lead me to future success.״ 
Hansley, Israel  

Hansley’s parents came to Israel as migrant workers 
from Ghana, and found employment as office 
cleaners. They always hoped that their children 
would have greater opportunities in their future. When 
Hansley was accepted to GHIS, her parents worked 
even more hours to give her the chance that no one 
in their family had ever had. Hansley’s journey was 
not simple but, motivated by her joie de vivre and her 
unbreakable optimism, her teachers committed to 
help her make the grade. And make the grade, she 
did. Hansley’s hard work paid off and she hopes to 
have a career in art (which she discovered at GHIS) 
after completing her military service.



My previous school is considered one of the 
best in the country. But GHIS has taught me 
critical thinking skills which go way beyond 
regular education and will propel me forward.״
Mohammad, Israel

Mohammad is a natural academic who struggled 
to express his curiosity within the confines of his 
previous school. At GHIS, he gravitated to the more 
academically driven students and has gained a top 
IB Diploma — an entry ticket to the top international 
universities. Mohammad is a role model for young 
people from his community — through him attending 
GHIS and excelling there, they see that there are 
opportunities open to them that they could not have 
previously imagined as an option. As one of GHIS’s 
top academic students, Mohammad is applying to 
several Ivy League universities.



Askenaz, Armenia

Baraa, Israel

Avi, Israel

Edan, Israel



Fogi, South Sudan

Gura, Israel

Elia, Israel

Gent, Kosovo



Leary, Armenia

Karam, Israel

Kyla, Georgia

Leo, Germany



Lisa, Kosovo

Mery, Tajikistan

Liam, Israel

Manat, Israel



Micha, Bulgaria

Raz, Austria

Noga, Israel

Ryan, Israel



Samuel, The Netherlands

Tal, Israel

Sam, USA

Sitta, Liberia



Tanishq, India

Vazgan, Armenia

Uri, Israel

Wajd, Israel



Yara, Israel

Ali, IsraelZemfira, Russia

Yair, Israel



Alina, Russia

Ariel C., Israel

Anna, Armenia

Ariel, Israel



Diana, Kazakhstan

Orin, Israel Diana, South Sudan

Daria, Russia



We are committed to creating 
a culture at GHIS where 
every student’s individuality 
and dignity is honored and 
celebrated, and where every 
student feels a powerful 
sense of belonging and a 
spirited sense of kindness and 
optimism for their future.



Thank you
for supporting GHIS
We can accept tax-deductible donations in US, UK and Israel online 
or by check.

To make a gift online, please visit gh-is.org/support-ghis 

Checks in the US should be made payable to 'GHEF' and sent to: 
GHEF, 601 West 26th St, Suite 325-25, New York, New York 10001

Checks in Israel should be made payable to 'Havatzelet' and sent to: 
GHIS. Mobile Post Menashe, 37850 Israel

GHIS is happy to receive gifts of appreciated stock (owned for more 
than a year).  

For any questions, please contact Clare King Lassman, 
GHIS Director of Partnerships - clare@gh-is.org, +972 54 812 1490

http://gh-is.org/support-ghis

